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THE 
SOUTHERN KING       

Mr. Wang Yu-Yun 

Mr. Wang Yu-Yun ( ) was born in a 

fishermen’s family in 1925.  He served as 

a policeman but later chose to step in politics and 

became Kaohsiung city counselor in 1958.  He 

was elected as Kaohsiung provincial city mayor 

in both 1973 and 1977; later he was appointed 

by the late President Jiang Jing-Guo as the first 

major of Kaohsiung municipality city.  After his 

term as mayor was up, he was appointed by the 

former President Lee Deng-Hui as honorable senior 
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Photo from Apple Daily
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TAIWAN TIMES

Photo from  
Solomon203, WIKI
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Mr. Wang Yu-Yun ( ) not only actively involved himself in politics, but also 

in business.  He founded Ronghwa Cooper and Iron Industry Ltd. (

) in 1956.  Gradually, he and his family set up First Cooper and Iron Company (

), Taiwan Ship Dismantle Company ( ), and Ruifa Steel 

Company ( ).  Later he renamed Ruifa Steel Company as Ronghwa 

Wire and Cable Ltd. ( ) in 1987 and listed to OTC market in 

Taiwan in 1988.  In 1990s, he expanded the family business map to set up 

Huacheng Photo Electricity Company ( ), Lianming Stainless Steel 

Factory ( ), and Chung Shing Commercial Bank ( ).   Mr. 

Wang Yu-Yun became the president of the Bank; whereas his elder son, Mr. Wan 

Zhi-Xiong ( ) became the vice president.   Mr. Wang Yu-Yun also ran Taiwan 

Times ( ��	��	���������	�������	��	��	�������	�������

By adding all the political and business segments of Mr. Wang Yu-Yun had 

together, he certainly was “the Southern King ( )”, who had unrivalled 

������	��	��	�������	�������
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It was Chung Shing Commercial Bank 's building

In 1992, the Ministry of Finance liber-

ated bank licensing and 16 new banks 

joined the market.  Chung Shing Commer-

cial Bank (hereinafter, the Bank) was one 

of them.  The Bank had 203 billion NT dol-

lars (i.e. 6.8 billion US dollars) in assets, 

therefore ranked number 2 among 16 

new banks.  The Bank was one of the two 

banks that chose to set up its headquarter 

in Kaohsiung City; certainly because its 

founder was “the Southern King”.

The Bank later merged Tainan 2nd Credit 

Cooperation ( ) in 1998 

and Taichung Credit Cooperation (

) in 1999, increasing its assets by 

15% and added 20 branches.  After the 

merger, the Bank owned 47 branches and 

���	�����	����	�����	��	�!	��	"�����

The 
Number One New Bank
Chung Shing Commercial Bank
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Rather than being majorly owned by one 

single business group as the other new 

banks, the Bank was majorly owned by 

vast individual shareholders.  Even the 

founder, “the Southern King”, owned only 

10% stocks of the Bank’s shares. The next 

biggest shareholder was Taiwan International 

Securities Corporation ( ), and yet, 

it only owned 5% stocks.  The Bank was 

listed in OTC market in Taiwan in 1995, but 

transferred to stock exchange market in 

1998.
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Mr. Huang Zong-Hong

THE 
YOUNGEST BILLIONAIRE

Mr. Huang Zong-Hong ( ) 

was born in 1956.  His father 

Mr. Huang Chen-Jing ( ) and his 

uncle Mr. Xie Cheng-Yuan ( ) 

purchased Taiwan Pineapple Ltd. (

), thus Mr. Xie Cheng-Yuan (

) became the first president of 

the company.  Taking advantage of 

the prosperous development of fruits 

export business, Taiwan Pineapple Ltd. 

reached a record high export of 140 

million NT dollars (i.e. 4.7 million US 

dollars.) in 1959.  As a matter of fact, 

��	������#	�$�#�	���	���	"����	

in 1950s, which laid a solid foundation 

for its future development and for Mr. 

Huang Zong-Hong’s ambition.  In 1982, 

the company was renamed as Typhone 

Inc. (hereinafter, the Company).
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In 1984, Mr. Huang Zong-Hong graduated from business 

department, Waseda University of Japan.  After he 

returned to Taiwan, he took over the family business 

and became the general manager of the Company.  To 

free the Company from traditional business frame, Mr. 

Huang Zong-Hong actively involved the Company in 

diversified business fields; such as construction, public 

amusement, real estate, finance, automobile industry, 

and art.  Mr. Huang Zong-Hong also put his business 

knowledge to good use and manipulated stocks by cross 

holding.  The Company’s stock price thus escalated from 

40 NT dollars to 260 NT dollars per share in 1998.  The 

company’s total value therefore reached 152 billion NT 

dollars (i.e. 51 billion US Dollars) and made itself one of 

the top 10 listed companies in Taiwan.  At the same time, 

Mr. Huang Zong-Hong became the youngest billionaire in 

Taiwan rated by Forbes Inc. in 1998.  That year, he was 

���#	&'�	��	����	�����	��	"���	��#	����	����	��	"����		

An empire based on money game soon proved to be a 

fantasy.

Taiwan Pineapple Ltd. previous sife
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In 1913, Japanese businessman founded 

Taiwan Pineapple Company (

) for pineapple trade.  In 1922, Japanese 

entrepreneur Okamura Shotaro ( ) set 

up a can factory named Tokyo Can Manufacture 

Company, Kaohsiung branch.  

In 1935, pineapple canned market shrunk, 

therefore the two companies above merged as 

Taiwan Contract Pineapple Company (

) to stabilize the supply of pineapples.  

In 1945, Taiwan Contract Pineapple Company 

was renamed as Da Feng Xin Nong Company (

).  

Two years  later,  Agr icu l ture  and Forest 

Department of Taiwan Provincial Government 

took over all agricultural business companies 

and set up Taiwan Provincial Agriculture and 

Forest Ltd. ( ).  

This new company was comprised of four 

branches including tea, pineapple, aquatic 

products, and animal husbandry.  In 1955, 

the pineapple branch was separated and 

independently formed Taiwan Pineapple Ltd. (

).  The company was later sold to Mr. 

Huang Chen-Jing ( ) and Mr. Xie Cheng-

Yuan ( ).  

The 100-year company

—Typhone Inc.
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A.D. 1960s Taiwan Pineapple Company 
Photos from Liberty Times
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A.D. 1960s Taiwan Pineapple Company
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Pineapple business reached a peak in 1970s with total plant area of 17 

thousand hectares and with 4.1 million boxes of canned pineapple export.  

Pineapple alone created 430 million US dollars (i.e. 12.9 billion NT 

dollars) economic scale in Taiwan.  The company had 6 canned factories 

and almost 20 thousand employees.  The factories operated 24 hours a 

day; and 30 % of the production lines were automatic operating lines.  

In 1990s, pineapple business lost its charm in Taiwan due to global 

competition.  However, benefit from its long history, the company held 

plenty of lands.  Mr. Huang Zong-Hong ( ), the then president, 

actively transformed the business model by investing in land development 

and real estate sales.  Moreover, the company imported beef and 

automobiles, and invested in high-tech businesses, amusements, and 

arts.  In 1999, the company contracted with Volkswagen Automobile 

Company in Germany and obtained franchise in Taiwan.  The company 

looked very promising at the point.

However, in 2000, owing to stock manipulation and illegal loan by Mr. 

Huang Zong-Hong, the company’s stock prices collapsed and became full-

cash delivery stock.   A 100-year company held its last breathes after all 

these ups and downs.
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THE LOAN

Wang Yu-Yun and his sons
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In 1997, Tian-Mu Branch of the Bank was 

newly established.  Branch manager Mrs. Wu 

Bi-Yun ( ) was eager to increase business 

achievement.  She was then introduced by 

Mr. Hu Jin-Ming ( ), the supervisor of the 

Company, to Mr. Huang Zong-Hong ( ).  

Since Huang also needed fund to manipulate 

stocks, the two of them matched up right away.  

From April 1997 to October 1998, Tian-Mu 

branch loaned the Company, the Company s 

affiliated companies, Huang, and Huang s 

family, totally up to 5.4 billion and 70 million NT 

dollars (i.e. 182 million US dollars), guaranteed 

by the company s stocks or land.

Pursuant to Article 33-3 of the Banking Act and 

regulatory order of the Ministry of Finance, a 

bank may loan to the same person, the same 

concerned party or the same affiliate within 

the limit of 40% of last year s net value after 

annual accounting of the bank.  In 1998, the 

40% of net value of the Bank was 6.6 billion 

and 15.31 million NT dollars (i.e. 220 million 

US dollars).  Obviously, therefore, the amount 

of the loan to the Company and Huang had way 

exceeded the limit.

Nevertheless, the nightmare had not ended yet.  

The Company s stock prices crumbled and 

Huang desperately needed more funds to dump 

into the stock market.  Unfortunately, the over-

loaned Bank had stuck its feet in deep mud and 

had nowhere to retreat but to loan even more 

money to Huang in the limp hope to get out of 

the mud.  

Since December 1998, Mr. Wang Yu-Yun (

) directed general manager, Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren 

( ), to instruct Mrs. Wu Bi-Yun ( ) of 

Tian-Mu Branch and Mr. Lee Dong-Xing (

) of Lu-Zhou Branch to accommodate Huang s 

need to fast loan, even without guarantee.  In 

addition, to bypass the loan limit to a group of 

relative persons, Huang used nominal accounts 

to take out loans.  

Till April 2000, the nominal account loans had 

exceeded 7 billion and 38 million NT dollars (i.e. 

234.6 million US dollars).
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THE 
BREAKOUT

In March 2000, just after the Presidential 

Election, a whistleblower letter sent to 

the Ministry of Finance and revealed that 

general manager Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren (

) of the Bank lent out loans to nominal 

accounts for loads of money.  Minister Qiu 

Zheng-Xiong ( ) instructed Financial 

Examination Bureau to initiate a targeted 

examination to the Bank.  At the beginning 

of April, examiner discovered Tian-Mu 

Branch had suspiciously lent out a loan in 

March for 350 million NT dollars (i.e. 12 

million US dollars) to the Company.  Later, 

Lu-Zhou Branch was found with the same 

illegality.

Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren

On April 25, the Ministry of Finance appointed the Central Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (hereinafter, the CDIC) to station into the Bank assisting detailed 

examination.  On April 26, the Bank called for the interim meeting of the board of 

directors and decided to punish managers of the two branches.  General manager 

Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren resigned instantly.  
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On April 27, Mr. Wang Yu-Yun ( ) explained in a public press conference that only two 

loans of 800 million NT dollars (i.e. 270 thousand US dollars) granted without consent of 

the board of directors.  These actions were directed by Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren, and Wang had 

resigned.  The Southern King s confession didn t win public s trust.  Within three days, 

the Bank faced a bank run for 17 billion NT dollars (i.e. 600 million US dollars).  On April 

28, the CDIC supervised the Bank and unveiled the 80 billion NT dollars (i.e. 270 million US 

dollars) non-performing loan bomb.

Photos from
 

Apple Daily - Left
Public Television Service - Right
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Synchronized with financial examination, 

criminal investigation was quietly ongoing.  

�����	���#	�
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the Ministry of Justice (hereinafter, the MJIB) 

discovered the Company and Huang used over 

100 nominal accounts to loan from the Bank 

without providing any guarantee.  On April 29, 

Prosecutor issued six search warrants to raid 

suspects 	�������	���	�
���	���	�����-

cated loans of related materials.  Prosecutor 

also subpoenaed employees of the Bank and 

suspects to articulate the detail of loans.

Judging from the loan materials and witness-

es  testimonies, Mr. Huang Zong-Hong (

) conspired with Mr. Wang Yu-Yun ( ), 

Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren ( ), Mrs. Wu Bi-Yun 

( ), Mr. Lee Dong-Xing ( ) of the two 

branches to excessively loan out to the Compa-

ny, Huang, and Huang s nominal accounts.  

Most of the loan without sufficient guaran-

tees thus became non-performing loans later.  

Sometimes to accommodate Huang s need, 

the Bank even granted loans without applica-

tion.

Photo from
United Daily News

THE 
INVESTIGATION
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Even worse, days before March 20, the finan-

cial manager Mr. Chen Ming-Yi ( ) of the 

Company informed Huang that after the presi-

dential election, Huang would have to deposit 

600 million NT dollars (i.e. 20 million US dol-

lars) to the Bank to avoid checks from bounc-

ing.  Huang therefore went to Kaohsiung City to 

ask Mr. Wang Yu-Yun to assist solving the prob-

lem.  Wang, on the same boat with Huang, had 

no choice but to agree.  On March 20, Huang 

went to the Bank and told Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren 

that he needed 350 million NT dollars (i.e. 12 

million US dollars) to overcome the difficulty.  

Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren then urgently talked to 

managing directors Mr. Wang Qing-Lian (

), Mr. Zhang Ping-Zhao ( ), Mr. Lee Xi-

Lu ( ), and branch managers Mrs. Wu 

Bi-Yun and Mr. Lee Dong-Xing.  The managing 

directors all disagreed to a speedy loan.  How-

ever, Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren and Mr. Wang Yu-Yun 

bluntly disregarded the opposing opinions and 

directed Mrs.

Wu Bi-Yun to loan out 350 million NT dollars (i.e. 

12 million US dollars) to Huang s nominal ac-

counts.  At 6 o clock in the evening, without 

��������	����	�����������	���������	/���	:�	

Bi-Yun granted the loan.  Since banks had all 

closed at this late hour and Tian-Mu Branch 

had not enough cash, Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren in-

structed Mrs. Wu Bi-Yun to seek help from four 

other branches of the Bank.  Under General 

Manager Wang s instruction, the vaults of 

��	"������	 �������#	���#�	���	�������	���	

and squeezed out 90 million NT dollars (i.e. 3 

million dollars) for Huang.  The remaining 260 

million (i.e. 9 million US dollars) loan was grant-

�	"#	�������	��	�����	�
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handed to Huang at 8 o clock that night.

Mr. Huang Zong-Hong, Mr. Wang Yu-Yun and 

their accomplice probably the very first group 

of people in bank history to delay the closing 

time of bank vaults just to remove money from 

them.
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THE 
INDICTMENT

Photos from
Apple Daily

Mr. Wang Yu-YunMr. Huang Zong-HongMr. Wang Xuan-Ren
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After three months of intensive investigation, 

Prosecutor Wang Wen-De ( ) indicted six 

defendants including Mr. Wang Yu-Yun ( ), Mr. 

Huang Zong-Hong ( ), Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren (

), Mrs. Wu Bi-Yun ( ), Mr. Lee Dong-Xing (

), and Mr. Chen Ming-Yi ( ) for breach of trust.  

Mr. Huang Zong-Hong and Mr. Chen Ming-Yi also 

committed business embezzlement and in violation 

of Business Entity Accounting Act by forging untrue 

����������	��������	��	������# s account book.  

Prosecutor Wang denounced defendants knowingly 

took out i l legal loans, damaged the rights of 

stockholders of the Bank, caused financial storm, 

and devastated social economic orders.  Prosecutor 

thereby asked the court to sentence Mr. Wang Yu-

Yun to 7 years and 2 months incarceration, Mr. Wang 

Xuan-Ren to 6 years and 8 months incarceration, Mrs. 

Wu Bi-Yun and Mr. Lee Dong-Xing to 6 and 5 years  

incarceration respectively, Mr. Huang Zong-Hong to 10 

years  incarceration, Mr. Chen Ming-Yi to 7 years  

incarnation.
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THE TRIAL

In the court house, Mr. Wang Yu-Yun ( ) ar-

gued that he granted Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren (

) full authorization for the loan business and that 

his employees sneaked illegality behind his back.  

Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren, on the contrary, argued that 

as a general manager, he only had authorization of 

20 million NT dollars loan.  He merely followed the 

orders from the president of the Bank, Mr. Wang Yu-

Yun.  Mrs. Wu Bi-Yun ( ) confessed to acquire 

business achievement so she loosened loan pro-

cedure to Mr. Huang Zong-Hong ( ).  Mr. Lee 

Dong-Xing ( ) admitted that he only followed 

the instructions from Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren.  Mr. Huang 

Zong-Hong argued that he had no intention to fraud 

loan from the Bank and if not for the unusual drop 

in the Company s stock prices, the company would 

have been able to pay back.

Photos from
Liberty Times
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The odd thing was that Mr. Wang Yu-Yun only 

held 10 % of the Bank s stocks.  However, 

professional managers like Wang,  Wu and Lee 

chose to abandon their professional responsi-

bilities and judgments and listened only to just 

this person.  The choices they made actually 

changed the fate of the Bank.

At the closing argument, the Southern 

King  Wang Yu-Yun agitatedly argued in tears 

that he exhausted his fortune to establish a 

bank representing the southern Taiwan but 

now the society treated him like a rat.  Only half 

of his statement was true.  The Bank did repre-

sent the southern Taiwan; but he was who ex-

hausted the Bank s fortune.The district court 

finally found defendants guilty as charged on 

January 27, 2004.  

Mr. Wang Yu-Yun was sentenced to 7 years and 

4 months incarceration.  Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren 

was sentenced to 7 years  incarceration.  Mr. 

Huang Zong-Hong was sentenced to 9 years  

������������	����	�	&<<	�������	=�	�������	���		

Mrs. Wu Bi-Yun and Mr. Chen Ming-Yi ( ) 

were sentenced to 4 years  incarceration.  

Mr. Lee Dong-Xing ( ) was sentenced to 3 

years and 6 months incarceration.

Prosecutor and defendants all appealed to Tai-

wan High Court.  

In the High Court, defendants had no novel 

argument. The Taiwan High Court eventually 

found defendants guilty as charged on April 26, 

2007.
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Yu-Yun ( ) was sentenced to 7 years  in-

carceration.  Mr. Wang Xuan-Ren ( ) was 

sentenced to 6 years and 8 months incarceration.  

Mr. Huang Zong-Hong ( ) was sentenced to 8 

years and 6 months incarceration with 300 million 

=�	�������	���		/���	:�	+�?@��	[ ) and Mr. 

Chen Ming-Yi ( ) were sentenced to 4 years  

incarceration.  Mr. Lee Dong-Xing ( ) was sen-

tenced to 3 years  incarceration.

However, Mr. Wang Yu-Yun never served his time in 
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for him to leave Taiwan and subpoenaed him to 
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to oppose the execution order issued by the Pros-
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him thereto revoked the order.  Taipei Prosecutors 

�
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Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office to execute 

Wang s term, since he lived in Kaohsiung.  How-

ever, policemen from the police stations and inves-

tigators from the MJIB couldn t locate Mr. Wang 

Yu-Yun after receiving the order.  

Some said he had hired a speedboat to send him 

to Mainland China and stayed there till he died. Ac-

cording to his son, Mr. Wan Zhi-Xiong ( ), The 

Southern King died with ill in Beijing in 2007.

/��	:���	}���?\�	���	��	��	��	/�������	^����	

in 2007 after the final sentencing.  However, he 

was caught in Shanghai City the next year by Chi-

na Public Security and was sent back to Taiwan.  

He served his time in jail till his probation in April, 

2013.

Mr. Huang Zong-Hong tried to flee as well.  On 

November 1, 2007, he attempted to flee through 

BaDouZi fishing harbor in Keelung.  However, his 

attempt was unsuccessful and was caught by po-

licemen of Shilin Branch of Taipei City Police De-

partment.  He was sent to jail that night and served 

his time till his probation in April, 2013.  To execute 

���	&<<	�������	=�	�������	���	�����	_�������	����-
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parts of Rocket Titian 2 from NASA of the Unit-

ed States.  The former was evaluated for 100 mil-

lion NT dollars and the latter was evaluated for 200 

million NT dollars.
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THE CONSEQUENCES

Other from criminal liability, the ruined bank still needed loads of 

work.  

After Central Deposit Insurance Corporation ( , 

hereinafter, The CDIC) stationed in the Bank, the non-performing 
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were up to 80 billion NT dollars (i.e. 3 billion US dollars) non-per-

forming loans to 42 industries and their related persons.  Among 

them, 50 billion NT dollars (i.e. 2 billion US dollars) non-perform-

ing loan were unable to pay back loan and interest.  On the con-

trary, the Bank needed to pay interest of 100 billion NT dollars (i.e. 

3.3 billion US dollars) deposit, employees  salaries, managing 

costs, and so on.  The total estimated debt was 140 billion NT 

dollars (i.e. 5 billion US dollars.); and more debt occurred every 

month as long as the Bank operated. 

The Ministry of Finance finally took over the Bank on October, 

���	�<<��		��	+���	���	��	����	������	���������	"���	����	

over by the government.

The CDIC announced a public bid for the Bank on December 27, 

2001.  
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On February 5, 2002, the first bid started.  Al-

though International Business and Financial Cor-

poration, Shin Kong Life Insurance Company (

), and Barings Bank had ever shown 

their interests to bid but were scarred off by the 30 

billion NT dollars cash shortage.

On July 28, 2002, the debt of the Bank had 

reached 85 billion NT dollars (i.e. 3 billion US 

dollars).  The CDIC therefore decided to separate 

non-performing loans and the assets to bid.  Price-

waterhouseCoopers helped to bid the non-perform-

ing loans and got 20 % cash back. 

On May 11, 2002, Resolution Trust Corporation 

(hereinafter, the RTC) asked government based 

banks like the Land Bank ( ), the Bank of 

Taiwan ( ), and Bank of Communications (

) to step in.  Cybernaut Investment Company 

also showed interest before the bid.  However, the 

accumulated 40 billion NT dollars cash shortage 

still scared the investors.

On July 19, 2002, the CDIC proposed for a new way 

of bid as to make the RTC to pay 59 billion NT dol-

lars (i.e. 2 billion US dollars) and added 10 branch-

es to the new owners.  At this time, Merrill Lynch, 

Lehman Brothers Holdings, Cybernaut, and the Chi-

na Trust Holdings ( ) were inquired.  No 

new luck came out this time.

On December 9, 2004, Union Bank ( ) of 

Taiwan bid for 7.1 billion and 8 million NT dollars 

and won.  The RTC still had to pay 57 billion NT dol-

lars (i.e. 1.9 billion US dollars) to the debt sinkhole 

of the Bank.

The Bank had made 4 records: the highest redemp-

tion money the government ever paid, the longest 

taken-over time for bank, the most bidding times, 

and the maximum take-over teams. 

The Southern King s bank dream and the young-

est billionaire s ambition eventually cost taxpay-

ers 57 billion NT dollars (i.e. 1.9 billion US dollars).
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Cising Mountain , Taipei
Photo from Zhang Zheng-Xiong
Yangmingshan National Park


